Data fusion from disparate sensors significantly improves automated man-made target detection performance compared to that of just an individual sensor. In particular, it can solve hyperspectral imagery (HSI) detection problems pertaining to low-radiance man-made objects and objects in shadows. We present an algorithm that fuses HSI and LIDAR data for automated detection of man-made objects. LIDAR is used to define a set of potential targets based on physical dimensions, and HSI is then used to discriminate between man-made and natural objects. The discrimination technique is a novel HSI detection concept that uses an HSI detection score localization metric capable of distinguishing between wide-area score distributions inherent to natural objects and highly localized score distributions indicative of man-made targets. A typical man-made localization score was found to be around 0.5 compared to natural background typical localization scores being less than 0.1.
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Introduction
Modern remote sensing systems collect such vast amounts of information that techniques for automated detection of objects of interest are necessary to make full use of acquired data. Many techniques have been developed over the last several decades for target detection on a wide range of data types including radar, traditional visible and infrared imaging systems, multi-and hyperspectral imagers. Hyperspectral imagery (HSI) is well suited for automated detection, as a spectral signature is recorded for each pixel in a scene and can be exploited for this purpose. Spectral anomaly detection algorithms that do not require a priori information about targets of interest have been developed and used successfully to find man-made objects in natural environments. One of the most widely exploited algorithms is RX [1] . While its effectiveness for hyperspectral detection has been proven with numerous experiments [2, 3] , it is known that the algorithm fails for some artificial materials, especially in scenes with variable radiance conditions such as presence of shadows or dark objects [4] . Detection probability can be significantly improved if some a priori information about the target set is known. Many detection techniques are based on the unique spectral signature for a given man-made material. However, the inherent spectral property of material in the VNIR (visible & near-IR) is defined in terms of reflectivity while the data collected in the field is radiance. The conversion introduces many errors because of the uncertainty of atmospheric, weather, and illumination conditions as well as the uncertainty of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function [5, 6] . As a consequence, there are no universal radiance-to-reflectance conversions that allow unfettered use of spectral signature libraries under diverse sensing conditions. False alarm rates continue to plague these detection algorithms.
One way to mitigate the high false alarm rate problem is the integration of multiple sensors of different types onto a single platform. Some multi-sensor platforms employ data fusion techniques which present the operator with data from each sensor as an overlay on top of a common map or use results from one sensor to cue the other. However, systems that use raw data from multiple sensors to produce a single decision for automated target detection through a joint decision making algorithm are less common. This is because data from different sensor types can be "orthogonal," in the sense that the phenomenology that causes a response in one sensor may not cause response in a sensor of a different type. Smart fusion algorithms can use the data from various sensors to detect targets by exploiting various phenomena that cause unique responses for each sensor, but still correlate with the presence of an object of interest. An algorithm that uses multiple sets of data simultaneously can both increase the probability of detection and reduce the probability of false alarms. Previous work on HSI-LIDAR data fusion used LIDAR information to reduce the uncertainties in the geometric parameters of the radiance-to-reflectance conversion and subsequently apply the standard HSI algorithms [6] . Other examples of HSI fusion can be found in Ref [7] . where spatial information is used to classify results of spectral anomaly detection, in Ref [8] . where HSI and LIDAR are fused for forest classification, and in Ref [9] . where SAR and HSI are fused for urban change detection.
In this paper, we present an automated man-made target detection algorithm that processes data from an airborne hyperspectral imager collected nearly simultaneously with an airborne LIDAR system. In this approach, the LIDAR sensor remotely selects a wide class of objects that fit into a range of possible target physical dimensions that do not conform to the expected Earth's surface. The spectral signature of each object is extracted and tested for uniqueness in the scene by computing the localization of its correlation score obtained with detection methods that include the spectral matched filter (MF) and the adaptive cosine/coherence estimator (ACE) [10] . This process uses both HSI and LIDAR information and allows for the targets to be discriminated from natural background elevations found by LIDAR. The novelty of the approach is a new concept of HSI target detection in which a signature based test is applied not for spectral detection per se but for determination whether the given in situ derived signature belongs to a spectrally unique man-made object or natural background.
Automated target detection fusion algorithm
The task of the presented fusion algorithm is to detect targets that avoided detection by standard hyperspectral anomaly detection test (e.g. RX, subspace RX), and variations of these algorithms at a reasonable false alarm rate [1, 2] . Indeed, if the object can be detected by hyperspectral means alone there is no point in adding another sensor.
Statistical anomaly detectors classify hyperspectral image pixels into either background or anomaly clusters. The measured vector of radiances X, for each image pixel, is tested against the anomaly criterion described by the pair of statistical hypotheses: (1)
In Eq. (1) columns of the matrix T span a subspace <T>, which is assumed to contain all essential target-signature features described by unknown amplitudes t. The term n in Eq. (1) represents noise. B and b are quantities analogous to T and t, but pertaining to the background subspace <B>. The basic assumption is that only a few pixels satisfy hypothesis H 1 , i.e. the image scene represents rare anomalous pixels on vast natural background. The generalized model of the background probability density function allows a multimodal Gaussian distribution. The standard approach to modeling the background probability density function is a uni-modal multivariate Gaussian:
In M-dimensional space, the mean μ, and the covariance matrix C, maximum likelihood estimates are:
When the parameter t in Eq. (1) is unknown, the Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) is used to test for the H 0 versus H 1 hypotheses:
which leads to the standard anomaly detector, referred to as RX [1]:
Here, the rare data pixels for which the test score exceeds the threshold value, k, are labeled as anomalous. The RX algorithm is based on an idealized mathematical model where the target distribution t is uniform throughout the entire hyperspectral space. However, this assumption does not strictly hold for real data; therefore, algorithm performance can be improved by taking into account empirical considerations about the target's spectral distribution. One accepted approach, called Subspace RX (SSRX), is to exclude the contribution of higher variance spectral dimensions into Eq. (5) [2] . If no prior information (i.e. spectral signature) about the target is known, man-made object detection is usually accomplished by employing spectral anomaly detection using variations of the RX test, such as SSRX described above. Detection can be significantly improved if a target's spectral signature is known. If we assume the mean target signature is t, the GLR solution is a more selective decision surface than defined by Eq. (3). The resulting detection score s for pixel x, called the matched filter (MF), is
The corresponding decision surface is a hyperplane perpendicular to the vector (t-μ) C -1/2 . A more sophisticated approach in signature based detection is ACE, which examines the angle between the test pixel and the known signature [10] , and is written as
The major obstacle for signature-based methods is that it is extremely difficult to relate a hyperspectral signature library (nominally reflectance) in the same units as the imagery (nominally radiance). Signatures derived in situ demonstrate confident and robust detection results but it is infeasible to build a varied library of spectral signatures for every sortie. Transitioning signatures from one imagery collection into another is possible using "covariance equalization," however, it works only for closely related scenes with closely related illumination conditions [11] .
An approach proposed in this work allows effective use of the in situ derived signatures for detection by obtaining a finite list of possible targets using another sensing modality with phenomenology different from HSI. The problem of detection is now transformed into a problem of classifying the in situ signature as a real target or a background. A straightforward candidate for the initial task of target selection list is LIDAR, which provides scene information "orthogonal" to HSI, namely it supplies the information about 3D spatial dimensions and locations as opposed to the pure spectral information of HSI.
A flow chart of an automated data fusion algorithm based on the presence of HSI and LIDAR data types designed to detect targets missed by standard HSI anomaly detector is displayed in Fig. 1 . The fusion algorithm starts with the segmentation of LIDAR-derived digital elevation map (DEM) into background and elevation classes (Step 1). The elevation class is further filtered by defining limits that describe the three spatial dimensions of the desired target, which are used to separate a potential target set from the broader elevation class (Step 2). The spectral signature for each potential target in the set is then derived from the co-registered hyperspectral data cube (Step 3). An HSI detection test, such as ACE, is then performed using each potential target's signature (Step 4). A localization metric is defined to determine the spatial distribution of the HSI detection test score (Step 5). Finally, a threshold is applied to the localization values and targets are declared (Step 6). The remainder of this section describes the algorithmic steps in detail. DEM segmentation serves for separation of ground elevations from the background producing a binary output image (Step 1). Two competing factors determine the choice of segmentation method: the need to eliminate the inherent graininess of LIDAR data (for example pixels where the laser penetrates canopy) and the requirement to resolve objects with the minimal number of pixels on target. Computationally fast segmentation can be achieved using multi-dimensional clustering in which every input dimension represents the DEM image convolved with a different window size entropy filter, 
where I j is intensity of j th pixel and Ω is its square neighborhood. Entropy filtering produces smooth LIDAR images while the choice of filter window sizes provides an approximate resolution scale. To preserve the maximum of the original DEM resolution, the first dimension data is produced by using a minimal window size of 3 pixels. As common practice, the filter window scale is approximately doubled for the each subsequent dimension. Using as few as two dimensions while employing the K-means clustering algorithm [12] leads to satisfactory segmentation results. The segmented binary DEM displays all ground elevations present in the scene. Regions of connected elevation pixels are labeled using 8-pixel connectivity [13] . The resulting label map of all objects present on the scene allows for empirical discrimination of potential targets by height and size (Step 2). The initial discrimination, while conveniently narrowing down the number of possible targets providing a speed up to the detection process, is not an essential feature of the fusion process. In principle, it can be omitted depending on the allowed power draw of the computer running the detection algorithms and the time available for computation. The only necessary condition to be satisfied is that the combined area of all potential targets is significantly smaller than the background area.
DEM detection produces a set of objects allowing for their spectral signatures to be derived in situ (Step 3) and tasking HSI data analysis to determine which of the objects are targets (i.e. man-made materials) and which objects consist of natural background, such as bushes, trees, or localized ground elevations. The object spectrum is best represented by the mean of several pixels around the centroid of each object. Using too few pixels subjects the signature to noise constraints, and using too many pixels increases the probability of the inclusion of a mixed pixel or background pixel due to registration errors. Each of the in situ derived signatures is used for HSI signature based detection (Step 4). A detection score is defined for every pixel of the image, and it represents a measure of how closely each pixel's spectrum is related to the test signature.
It is implied that the RX test alone cannot detect any of the targets based on the spectral anomaly hypothesis. In this situation, instead of invoking the spectral anomaly property of the target spectral signature, another underlying assumption of HSI detection can be used for target discrimination. As stated in the statistical hypothesis of Eq. (1) manmade object pixels are expected to be rare in a vast natural background. This means that pixels containing the spectrum of a real target have a low probability of being found anywhere outside the target location. On the other hand pixels with the spectral content of natural background are likely to be found anywhere within the imaged scene. Note that rareness of a pixel spectrum can be considered to some degree as a measure of its spectral anomalousness. However, there is no contradiction as difficult-to-detect target pixels can be non-anomalous in the RX anomaly detection sense and at the same time can be rare as they are discriminated from background by more selective signature based detection.
The spatial distribution of the detection score over the imaged scene is characterized by the localization metric. It uses potential target location and shape information provided by the DEM (Step 5). The metric of the score localization L can be introduced in numerous ways, but the most straightforward approach followed in this work considers the ratio of the score inside the object's boundaries to the overall score of the image, 
where Ω OBJECT signifies integration over the area inside the test object boundaries and Ω IMAGE signifies integration over the entire image. Before the integration the detection score is thresholded for noise reduction such that any value below one half of the maximum value is discarded. If the localization score is close to one, it is likely a target. If the localization score is much less than one, it is likely a background. Fig. 3 . Co-registered HSI cube and DEM.
One special case that needs to be taken into account is the presence of multiple targets with similar spectral properties which would penalize the localization ratio incorrectly. To avoid this effect, integration inside a single object's boundary is replaced by integration inside the boundaries of all potential targets determined by the LIDAR discrimination. A potential increase in false alarm rate due to possible localization enhancement for false targets is negligible if the overall potential target area is a small fraction of the background.
Experiments and results
The presented fusion algorithm depends on the presence of two input data types, namely a hyperspectral data cube and the LIDAR generated digital elevation map. Ideally all data would be generated nearly simultaneously from the same platform. However, that kind of data is rare due to the formidable task of building such a conforming suite of sensors. Anticipating this sensor architecture's availability in the future, we use HSI and LIDAR data obtained from two different platforms on the same day over the same site. False color RGB representation of HSI data and DEM generated from the first LIDAR return are displayed on Figs. 2a-b . The false color image on Fig. 2a is formed by taking three hyperspectral bands to represent red, green, and blue resulting in two-dimensional color image representation of the HSI cube containing 83 bands spanning 0.9-1.7μm wavelengths. In this case, the three false color bands are located at 1032nm, 1220nm, and 1570 nm respectively. The choice of the first LIDAR return arises from the fusion algorithm logic which stipulates that both sensors must observe the same surface. Other LIDAR returns are able to penetrate canopy and sense surfaces mostly inaccessible to passive hyperspectral imagery.
The data were collected in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States during the spring. The vegetation includes trees, shrubs, and grasses naturally occurring in the region. The site consists of two primary backgrounds -a forest and a grassy field which are crossed by a road. Various spectrally different manmade objects including raised panels and vehicle were placed along the road.
One difficulty arising from using separate platforms is the co-registration of the data due to the HSI and LIDAR line-of-sight difference. In the ideal case of single platform collection, HSI-LIDAR registration can be performed using pointing metadata or by utilizing known multi-modality image registration techniques such as the "maximization of mutual information" algorithm [14] . In this work, geo-rectification based on line of sight metadata from both data modalities serves as an initial registration stage. It is followed by a finer registration step involving tie points which are set at the location of three targets (three red ellipses on Fig. 2a ), resulting in a co-registered HSI cube and DEM. All data are interpolated to the same ground resolvable distance (GRD) of 0.5m. Figure 3 shows the HSI data cube overlapping the LIDAR first return, on an Earth referenced grid. Fig. 4 . SSRX score with three missed (1-3) and three detected targets (4) (5) (6) . Three zoomed target areas emphasize missed detections. Glint (white spot) from the second target is not considered as detection.
Initial analysis of the HSI data is performed to determine which targets are difficult to detect with accepted HSI methods without the involvement of LIDAR. The standard approach makes use of the SSRX anomaly detector assuming that no prior spectral information is available. Detection space dimensionality in SSRX can be varied by exclusion of highest and/or lowest spectral variance dimensions [2] . The best detection results for the presented HSI cube are achieved if the single highest variance and the twelve low-variance dimensions are deleted. The resulting SSRX score is presented on Fig. 4 , where confident detections can be observed as bright white spots. However, the false alarm rate for the three outlined target detections on Fig. 2a (1, 2, and 3 on Fig. 4 ) exceeds 10 2 FA/km 2 , which is far beyond acceptable limits (< 10 6 FA/km 2 ). The glint from the second target is a saturation effect of the sensor and not spectral anomaly. Therefore it is not counted as a detection. Although targets 4, 5, and 6 are detected by SSRX with acceptable false alarm rate they can still serve as valuable testing examples for the fusion algorithm because of their appropriate physical dimensions. Anomalous white stripes which cross the detection score image in the scan direction are due to sensor imperfections which are overcome by creating a bad pixel map based on laboratory calibration data. Data fusion of the HSI and LIDAR data is implemented according to the algorithmic steps described in Section 2. The LIDAR derived DEM is convolved with two entropy filters with 3 and 7 pixel windows resulting in relatively smooth images. These images are used as two input dimensions into the binary k-means clustering algorithm, separating background from elevations. The resulting segmented DEM is displayed in Fig. 5 . All elevations are labeled and each elevation's height and area are determined. Potential targets are declared for objects that have an area in the range of 7.5m 2 to 75m 2 and height between 3m and 5m measured from the mean background elevation. Once this discrimination is applied, twelve objects remain on the DEM as potential targets ( Fig. 5 ). Of the twelve, three are actual targets that are missed by SSRX (1-3), three are actual targets that are detected by SSRX (4-6), and six objects are background locations where the elevation satisfies the area and height criteria (7-12, false alarms). The twelve objects are projected into the same coordinate space as the HSI cube. As mentioned in Section 2 in situ spectral signature derivation from an HSI cube is subject to tradeoff between noise reduction and increased probability of spectral mixing. This work settled on a four pixel average centered on the centroid of each object. Generally, this value will depend on the GRD of the HSI and LIDAR sensors. Next, the proposed algorithm is implemented by testing the entire scene against the spectrum of the 12 proposed targets with hyperspectral detection algorithms, in order to assess the rarity of the targets, and then classify the 12 as either part of the background or a target of interest. Two signature based detection algorithms, ACE and MF, are applied to the HSI data. Typical scores for each test are shown in Figs. 6a-d for two distinct cases: the first is natural background elevation (#12) (Figs. 6a and 6c ) and the second is a real target (#2) ( Figs. 6b and 6d ). As expected, the tests with natural background spectral signature input exhibit detection scores distributed over a wide extent. There is some concentration of the test scores along the scanning line as observed on Figs. 6b and 6d due to small individual imperfections inherent to each focal plane array pixel. In contrast, detection scores of the man-made object's spectral signature input are concentrated within the boundaries of the object. A detection plane comparison of the two algorithms shows selectivity is better with ACE compared to MF. The qualitative observation that the man-made material detection results are more localized than the natural background are made quantitative by computing the score localization according to Eq. (9). Figure 7 displays the result of the ACE and MF score localization calculations and reflects the robust ability of ACE to discriminate man-made materials from background. The lowest ACE score localization value for a target (object 4 on Fig. 7 ) is above 0.3 while the highest ACE score localization value for a background elevation is below 0.1 (object 6 on Fig. 7 ) leaving considerable room for separation between actual targets and background. This separation enables false alarm free detection of all six targets. MF test results fail for two targets (objects 1 and 4 on Fig. 7) . This deficiency is the result of ACE's higher selectivity compared to that of MF. In high-dimensional spectral space, the ACE target decision volume is defined by a hyper-cone stemming from the mean of the background which is smaller than the MF target decision volume defined by a hyperplane. Lower score localization values of both algorithms for targets 4-6 are attributed to errors in registration, which is performed using tie points at targets 1-3. Their relatively small size (compared to the first three targets) only accentuates the problem. Detection follows the initial steps of the described fusion algorithm which include DEM segmentation, elevation labeling, and elevation size discrimination. However, the possible target list is slightly expanded by increasing the target area limits to 6m 2 and 75m 2 and the target height range to 2m and 5m to include a wider representation of the background. Ten objects are detected in the DEM that match the specified parameters. The spectral signature of each object is derived and used in MF and ACE spectral tests. Figure 10a displays the ACE score produced by a natural background elevation feature showing a wide distribution of the detection energy. Figure 10b shows the ACE score for a dark, difficult-to-find target that has a more ambiguous distribution of the detection energy compared to the previous example. Namely, while a significant part of the target's ACE score is concentrated within the object limits displayed in the zoomed area of Fig. 10b , a noticeable score presence is observed in the tree shadow area, thus relating a low-radiance object to a low-radiance region. Despite this "shadow-dark object" complication, score localization computed according to Eq. (9) provides confident separation between the real target and background, as shown in Fig. 11 . The real target has an ACE score localization of 0.21, which shows perfect separability from all background elevations with all localization values of 0.05 or below. MF performance in this case is satisfactory but inferior to performance of ACE.
In general, experiments show that robust discrimination between natural background objects and difficult to detect man-made targets is achievable using ACE score localization. The data and analysis presented here demonstrate that a typical natural background ACE score localization value stays below 0.1, and a typical target ACE score localization value exceeds 0.2 in the most difficult case and is about 0.5 in general. Although these exact values can depend on the type and quality of HSI sensor employed and GRD, they can be readily recalibrated for any specific circumstances. Fig. 11 . Score localization values for ten objects in the scene using MF and ACE. 1 -denotes dark target, 2-10 -denote background objects.
Summary
An HSI-LIDAR data fusion algorithm providing automated detection of difficult to detect man-made materials is presented. The introduced approach to data fusion starts with a list of potential targets based on the physical dimensions of objects derived from LIDAR data and proceeds with subsequent spectral signature testing of each object. The novel concept of "signature testing" based on HSI detection methods is employed to discriminate man-made targets from natural background objects. The concept exploits the rareness of a man-made material spectral signature within natural background by using the signature test score localization metric, where the HSI signature test results are correlated with spatial information provided by DEM. Experimental detection of targets missed by standard anomaly detection is demonstrated with the ACE test score localization value. The factors affecting the data fusion algorithm performance such as registration accuracy, variable radiance conditions of the imaged scene, and relative utilization of ACE versus MF have been discussed.
It's important to note that the introduced data fusion concept is not limited to just the HSI-LIDAR regimes. In fact, any sensor that is capable of providing an HSI imager with locations of possible targets and approximate target dimensions, for example synthetic aperture radar, or stereo imaging, can be used.
